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Why Gerkin?
Since 1932, our primary focus has been 
to manufacture energy-saving window 
and door products. In 1989, we started 
to conceptualize and design our Rhino 
Commercial Aluminum window and door 
series. Today, we have several commercial 
window styles in the Rhino line. We are one 
of the few commercial aluminum window 
companies that offers a product line diverse 
enough to supply windows for schools, 
medical clinics, offices, motels, strip malls, 
loft apartments and modern homes.

For more information about Rhino® Series 
aluminum windows and doors visit gerkin.com.



Product Gallery
Stringent product testing and innovative 
design have allowed our products to evolve 
as market and consumer needs change.  
We have several commercial window styles 
and a patio door in the Rhino line. Our Rhino 
family consists of a commercial horizontal 
slider, casement, single hung, double hung, 
hopper, awning, fixed and a patio door. 
Each Rhino window reflects the design and 
manufacturing expertise we’ve implemented 
over the years.



Slider
Gerkin has manufactured sliders longer 
than any other window type. We confidently 
offer one of the tightest sliders available 
on the market. With twin weather seals, 
two interlocks, corner gaskets and closely 
monitored quality control, these windows 
perform at a .06 air infiltration or better! Our 
stainless steel ball-bearing rollers allow 
these windows to roll with incredible ease.

For more information about Rhino® Series 
aluminum windows and doors visit gerkin.com.



Single Hung
Our single hung offers great performance 
and smooth operation. The 5900 has block 
and tackle balances, a tilt-in sash, recessed 
tilt latches, automatic sill locks and dual pull 
rails. Our air infiltration is an amazingly low 
.03! This great performance is enhanced 
with features like a sloped sill, dual weather-
stripping and a center interlock.



Double Hung
The 5800 double hung is one of the newest 
windows in the Rhino family. This window 
was tested and can be built to the size of  
60” x 99”. The air infiltration rate is an 
amazing .03! Features of the double hung 
include a 4 5/16” frame, block and tackle 
balances with an ultra lift option, 1” insulated 
glass and a tilt sash operation. Both sashes 
operate and automatically lock into position 
when closed. Standard options include nail 
fins, panning and three finishes - white paint, 
dark bronze and clear anodized.

For more information about Rhino® Series 
aluminum windows and doors visit gerkin.com.



58F
The 58F series offers a great alternative 
to storefront systems. We have designed 
this window to look like storefront but 
offer superior thermal performance, water 
resistance and air infiltration. The 58F is 
capable of meeting Energy Star specifications 
in all climate regions with our standard LoÉ 
glass. Our quality and performance is superior 
to storefront because we build and glaze our 
windows completely in our climate-controlled 
factory and not outdoors on the job site.
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Casement
The Gerkin 5300 casement and 5500 fixed 
windows are designed with performance  
in mind. The air infiltration on our casement 
is often better than our competitors’ fixed 
windows. These windows perform so well 
in NFRC thermal tests that they have been 
used in 5-Star Green Build projects, Net Zero 
housing and numerous LEED certified projects.

For more information about Rhino® Series 
aluminum windows and doors visit gerkin.com.



Awning
The 5100 awning windows along with our 
5500 fixed windows have been popular for 
high-end condominium projects as well as 
many municipal and office buildings. These 
windows perform at a very high level in air 
infiltration, water resistance and thermal 
performance. One of the key options we 
offer is factory mulling, which allows us to 
combine windows such as hopper, awning, 
casement and fixed windows.



Hopper
The 5200 Rhino hopper window is a project-in 
window that is ideal for single or multi-story 
commercial projects. This window features  
a 2 3/8” thermally broken frame depth, 
reinforced power crimped sash corners and  
a sash that overlaps the frame allowing for 
one of the tightest windows on the market.

These integrated features reduce heating 
and cooling loads on HVAC systems, provide 
long-term energy efficiency, as well as utility 
savings to property owners.

For more information about Rhino® Series 
aluminum windows and doors visit gerkin.com.



Sliding Glass Door
The new model 5400 sliding patio door is a 
great product for the commercial market  as 
well as for the modern home design market. We 
offer different styles and sizes for these doors.

This door has an AAMA rating of LC-45 at 
the 72” X 80” size and LC-40 at the 96” X 96” 
size. The door is completely manufactured 
and assembled in our plant as opposed to KD 
doors that are assembled in the field. 

The 5400 is a perfect mate for the 58F fixed 
window. Both have the same frame depth 
and can be mulled together for walls of glass 
windows and doors.



Testing
We go to great lengths to make sure 
our Rhino Series Aluminum window and 
door products are the best they can be. 
Our products are tested by independent 
laboratories to ensure quality and 
performance. Our windows and doors 
are rated and certified by The American 
Architectural Manufacturers Association 
(AAMA) and the National Fenestration  
Rating Council (NFRC). 
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